Harnessing
the Power of
SM

to Drive Operational
Excellence

Are you struggling with:
Unexpected events and
lack of visibility?

Data spread
across silos with
no manufacturing
context?

No access to real-time
shop ﬂoor information?

Imagine a world where you don’t have to dig for the
information your manufacturing organization needs to
thrive. A world where your people, processes and
technology are seamlessly synced thanks to a collection of
solutions that deliver a single version of the truth.

Welcome to the
SM
c5mi Live Factory
Live FactorySM delivers a Common
Operational Picture (COP) that allows you to:

Produce the complete
visibility required to
capitalize on Industry 4.0

Connect your physical assets with
transactional processes

Conditionally monitor every aspect
of your supply chain and operations

Connect the
Shop Floor to
the Top Floor

Real-time visibility
Improved
performance
Better availability
Higher quality
Lower costs

Actionable data is your
pathway to business
transformation.
Live FactorySM offers:

Enhanced
throughput
Superior business
outcomes
Quicker decision
making

The Beneﬁts
of Industry 4.0
With the power of Live FactorySM
driving your organizational
growth, you can expect*:
*

30-50%

https://www.yash.com/blog/industry-4-0-journey/

reduction in
equipment downtime

20-50%
reduction in
inventory
holding cost

10-20%

reduction in
cost of poor
quality

3-5%

productivity
improvement

The c5mi Live FactorySM is equipped with frameworks and
accelerators to drive the Industry 4.0 journey of manufacturing
organizations.

Why c5mi?
YASH Technologies is a leading technology services and outsourcing
partner for global companies that brings the management and
operational technology consultancy of c5mi to manufacturing
organizations all over the world.
We have extensive experience:

Optimizing IT
management

Maximizing your return
on investment

Utilizing expertise to
connect factories and
supply chains

Building world-class
manufacturing and
supply chain processes

Building the foundation of
successful business
transformation

Leading businesses and
leveraging technology to drive
superior business results

Merging people,
processes and
technology

No matter where you are on your business
journey, we provide the live, dynamic business
analytics that deliver visibility and insight into
your business. Our team of experts are the
foundation that enables real-time decision
making that maximizes the success of your
digital supply chain and manufacturing teams.

